WILDWOOD OUTREACH
Primary
Nocturnal Animals
Topics: Adaptation, Senses
When humans go to sleep, many animals are just waking up. Delve into the mysterious world of night-time creatures
and their remarkable sensory adaptations through innovative games and imaginative roleplay.

Let’s Talk Wolf!
Topics: Adaptation, Senses, SEAL Programme, PSHE, Anti Bullying
Discover how wolves talk to each other and practise speaking wolf yourself! Look at how wolves and humans use
posture and body language to express how they feel. Meet Wilf the wolf puppet as we explore feelings, emotions and
communication in a secure, supportive and non-threatening context.

Variety of Life
Topics: Variation, Classification, Bones and Skeletons
Millions of animal species share Planet Earth with us, in every size, shape and colour imaginable. Experience this
astonishing diversity through genuine artefacts such as feathers, furs and shells, along with roleplay games and
investigative challenges.

Skeletons
Topics: Bones and Skeletons
Real learning with real bones! From skulls to scapulas, our collection of genuine animal bones helps to reveal which
creatures are or are not vertebrates, what purpose your skeleton serves and how to recognise types of bone, such as
ribs, vertebrae and limb bones.

Teeth
Topics: Teeth and Feeding
To misquote – more than meet the eye-teeth! Discover the difference between a canine and a carnassial, learn how
to deduce diet from teeth alone and marvel at the strange and unexpected ways that ‘pearly whites’ are utilised by
certain animals.

Animal Homes
Topics: Habitats, Adaptations
From holts and setts to forms and dreys, animal homes are just as varied as their owners. Real examples of nests and
similar structures constructed by minibeasts, birds and mammals allow students to answer questions such as what are
they made from, why were they built and, most importantly, which animal belongs to which home!

Sounds
Topics: Senses, Sound, Adaptations
What is sound? How can a sheep recognize her lamb amongst the flock? How do rabbits warn each other of danger?
An exploration of sounds made in nature, using games to learn how animals make different noises and why sound can
literally be lifesaving.

Habitats
Topics: Habitats, Adaptations
What is a habitat? What do they provide? Learn what each animal needs to survive in any habitat, how they have
adapted to their own unique environments and what happens when human activity disturbs their surroundings…
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WILDWOOD OUTREACH
Primary
Green Plants
Topics: Green Plants, Adaptations, Lifecycles
Without plants, humans could not survive, but plants are so unlike animals, they are practically aliens! Investigate what
a plant needs to grow, handle live plants to understand their distinctive features and get hands-on with real seeds to
discover their diverse ways of dispersing.

Bees
Topics: Minibeasts, Adaptations, Lifecycles
Honeybee numbers have crashed terribly in recent years, but why should that worry us? Uncover the hidden world
of these vital and complex insects. Who does what in a hive? Why is the queen bee so important? Practise the bee
dance, get a bees-eye view of the world and unravel the secret of how to make honey..

Nature Detectives
Topics: Adaptation, Classification, Bones and Skeletons
A zoologist is much like a detective, but instead of using clues to solve crimes, it’s a case of studying tracks and signs
to learn more about wildlife. From footprints and feathers to nests and gnaw-marks, examine a selection of natural
artefacts and investigate which animals made them - and for what purpose…
When planning your timetable, please ensure your session educator has a break of at least 5 mins between
workshops. Thank you.
PLEASE REMEMBER WE WILL ALWAYS TRY TO ADAPT A WORKSHOP TO MEET YOUR CURRICULUM NEEDS.
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